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“Our mission is to inspire and support children around
the world to believe in their dreams and strive for them,
by providing fascinating aviation education, mentoring
and partnership programs”

WHAT WE DO
We convey the “magic” of flight through theoretical courses and
real life, hands-on experiences. We hope to broaden the kids’
horizons, and convince them that the impossible is possible when
we fight hard for it.
Pictures speak a thousand words – videos available on

HOW WE DO IT
BASIC

PRACTICAL

VISITS

SUSTAINABLE

THEORY

EXPERIMENTS

AIRPORTS

INTERNSHIPS

We perform introductory and
advanced courses around
aviation, space and
technology, such as:
- How does an airplane fly?
- What does the pilot do?
- How does an Airport work?

We are able to deploy a variety of
hands-on activities, such as:

Depending on the location
of the institution we work
with, we can offer visits and
activities, such as:

We are using our personal and
corporate network to provide
internships in the local aerospace
industry for highly motivated students
above the required age.

- Building water rockets
- Fly model airplanes and drones
- Gymkana

- Airport visit
- Flying in a real aircraft

WHO WE ARE
Fly beyond Dreams is an NGO founded and run by a group of
young aerospace professionals. Driven by the desire to make a
difference, we believe in the impact of inspiration and motivation.
Even though we are from different cultural and educational
backgrounds, we are united by our passion for aviation and
education.
Our team of volunteers is constantly growing with more 75 in our
track record constantly supporting our FbD members.
Fly Beyond Dreams is a Non-Governmental Organisation
registered in Spain under the registration number G86665031.

WHAT WE HAVE DONE

FIRST PROJECT IN 2012 - NEPAL
We started as a PROGRESS voluntary Corporate Social Responsibility Project
Following a proposal of our founder Abhinav Karki, a group of 5
volunteers went to Nepal with the aim to give an introduction on
aviation to a selection of schools. Out of the several institutions,
Maya Universe Academy cought our attention and became one of
our long term and main partners.

Based on the very positive feedback our initiative received, from
both the teachers and the children, the question of the „next time“
quickly arose. Enthusiastically we decided to register legally an
association, in order to structure and expand our activities.

AUGUST 2013 - COLOMBIA
Following our Nepal adventure, and the desire of our co-founder
Cesar Gomez to replicate the FbD model in his home country, we
sent a team of 10 volunteers to Colombia. We visited several
institutions including schools for homeless children and
universities to meet children from 8 to 18. We partnered with the
Colombian airport management agency, which enabled us to take
the kids to the airfield.

NOVEMBER 2013 - NEPAL
We sent a team of 6 volunteers back to Maya Universe Academy.
We built on the first courses we gave, there-off starting to work on
the sustainability of our initiative. We also decided to perform our
presentations in Bloom school, whose philosophy captured our
attention.

SEPTEMBER 2014 - NEPAL
We sent a team of 5 volunteers back to Maya and Bloom schools,
further expanding the scope of our courses and activities, evolving
to a more adapted material for the targeted kids.

MAY 2015 - MOROCCO
Following the momentum and energy of FbD pioneers, in 2014 a
new group of 10 Airbus Progresses (Talent Development
Program) got inspired by our adventures in Nepal and Colombia,
and deployed the FbD Programme in Tangier Morocco. Several
partnerships have been set for the first time, opening our horizons
to the north of Africa. That was possible thanks to the schools
Hogar Lerchundi and Dartika, the Aeroport de Tanger Ibn
Battouta, our corporate sponsors and many other supporters.

MAY 2016 - CROATIA

NOVEMBER 2016 - NEPAL
We returned to Maya and bloom school, this time extending our
courses to drones and having some visual experiencies. Our
equipment included VR glasses to give the kids a glimpse of what
it feels to fly through the cameras installed in our flying devices.

Croatia Osijek represents the beginning of an important
partnernship with SOS Children’s Village. Our first project together
was deployed in the village of Ladimirevci. Our complete
programme was deployed and for the first time even included
panoramic flights given by our own pilots. This was made possible
thanks to our partnership with the flight club of Osjek Cepin Airport
and with the support of our corporate sponsors and many other
individual donations.

MAY 2017 - MOROCCO
A team of 7 dreamers returned to Hogar Lerchundi and Dar Tika.
We performed our programme around water rockets, solar system
mobiles, kite flying and a quadcopter drone’s simulation, among
others. In addition to that Ibn Battouta International Airport’s
management team welcomed the kids and us for a visit of the
airport, the interior of a Royal Air Maroc ATR aircraft, as well as for
some fire truck demonstrations from the fire-fighters team.

OCTOBER 2017 - NEPAL
FbD returned to Nepal with the aim to further extend the
collaboration with our local partners. We have been exploring
additional collaboration possibilities with Shikhar Insurance, St
Xavier School and Summit Air. We have particularly clarified our
thoughts around the FbD Academy, and the Intership Possibilities.
We will share the results of the discussions once concrete.
Stay tuned!

DECEMBER 2017- CROATIA
Strengthening the partnership with SOS Children‘s Village
Ladimirevci a team of 7 volunteers prepares the last adventure of
year. Stay connected to our social networks to get more life news!
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The Fly Beyond Dreams academy is an autonomous entity, close to the local community. It aims at providing both high class professional
aviation training and grass-root aviation education. It thus positions itself at the interface between industry and educational sector. The
resulting virtuous circle is sustainably strengthening the local aviation industry and provides the next generation talents.

CROATIA
LADIMIREVCI
2017 is coming to an end, but we shall not stop here! Christmas time is
coming and we are heading to Croatia for an inspiring adventure with the
kids there and we need your support to make it happen!
We are celebrating our second year of partnership with the SOS Children’s Village in
Ladimirevci NGO present in 134 countries providing orphaned, abandoned and other
vulnerable children with a stable environment.
We will spend 4 days with the 67 children – aged 6 to 17 – sheltered in Ladimirevci
(small town in the rural east). By sharing our passion for aviation we hope to
encourage the kids to fly beyond their dreams. They still remember our last trip and are
waiting to spend some great days full of fun and adventure with us!
Activities:
• Visit at the commercial airport of Osijek, including the Meteorology station
• A flight for all kids, weather conditions permitting
• Theoretical courses with hands-on outdoors experiences (R/C airplanes,
build your own airplane, flight simulation, sky lanterns, water rockets…)
We are grateful to be supported by so many people that enables us to keep pushing our limits
beyond the expectations and enlarge Fly beyond Dreams’ impact on the children’s future. All
donations will directly contribute to the kids’ benefits.

OUR INSTITUTIONAL
PARTNERS
Maya Universe Academy, Nepal
Bloom School, Nepal
Hogar Lerchundi School, Morocco
Dar Tika, Morocco
SOS Dječje Selo Ladimirevci, Croatia
*Main partners

OUR CORPORATE
PARTNERS

Aéroport de
Tanger Ibn Battouta
*Main partners

DONATIONS
We depend on all kind of donations to help us launch projects and run
the organization. We are looking for goods, as well as economical
support.
To support us financially, have a look at our website for our bank
details, or donate directly via Proponso in a specific on-going project.
All funds are directly used for the benefits of the kids.
Remaining funds are usually donated to the hosting NGO and a small
portion is kept within FbD and is used for the next projects as well as
administrative costs of the organisation.

WHAT ELSE
CAN YOU DO?

Do you want to provide us with pencils or book notes, or any
other material we can use for our cause? We would be
extremely happy to hand them to the kids!
We are also always looking for volunteers! There is a lot of
things to do, and many ways you can be involved!
Contact us at: contact@fly-beyond-dreams.org

BENEFITS
FOR YOU
•

Take social responsibility and share your success with the
less privileged. Connect your brand with educational
inspiration!

•

Give your employees a chance to participate in sharing
their passion about aviation!

•

Reach visibility
publications.

•

Spread awareness about your organization linked to our
posts on social media and our website.

•

Receive a project summary in A4 format for you, to display
within the company or share as internal communication.

•

Secure an annual FbD calendar as appreciation for
continuous partnership.

•

Endorse Fly beyond Dreams, a registered NGO in Spain.
Count on us!
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enabling us to convey our cause.
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•

Secure regular financial support on specific projects or
with annual donations.

•

Access to office material, goodies and other valuable
articles.

•

Enable consistent planning to increase our project range
and activities.

•

Foster a network of potential volunteers, to help with
projects, create content and share ideas.

•

Bridge the gap between the students and the industry
through industrial experts, potential speakers or inspiring
examples for the kids.

•

Unlock internships and opportunities for a selection of
students.

•

Increase our credibility through company endorsements.

BENEFITS
FOR FBD

HOW TO GET THE LATEST NEWS
WEBSITE

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

TWITTER

WWW.FLY-BEYOND-DREAMS.ORG

Our website contains all
information about FbD, our past
projects, how to support, etc.
We also have a photo gallery
and blog, that we keep updated
to inform about new, current
and past projects.

Follow us on Facebook for all
latest news, life from the
projects.

Follow us on LinkedIn, where
we share our upcoming and
ongoing projects, share the
status of the donations and give
special thanks to our corporate
sponsors.

Follow us on Twitter for all
latest news, life from the
projects.
.

